1. First, disassemble the standard equalizing wire form by removing the 2 outside screws while holding the wire form in place. DO NOT unscrew middle screw. Remove equalizing block and wire form assembly from GFFM and separate the block and pad from the original wire form.

2. Attach the desired wire form to the equalizing block that creates the optimum fit for the user of the GFFM along with the appropriate pad. Align the eyelets of the new wire form assembly with the holes of the equalizer base and place one screw through the wire form and into the hole. Hand screw, then insert the remaining screw into the hole on the opposite side. FOR BEST RESULTS, ALTERNATE TIGHTENING EACH SIDE WITH THE SCREWDRIVER UNTIL EACH SCREW IS SNUG AND THE ASSEMBLY IS HELD FIRM.

NOTE: A phillips head screwdriver is needed to install any of the equalizing block wire forms available for the GFFM [0.3” and 0.6” wire form versions shown above, left to right].